Three-branch nanowire junctions (TBJs) have unique nonlinear electrical characteristics based on ballistic transport [1], which are useful for various logic and analog circuits. However, TBJ devices having rather large dimensions compared with electron mean free path, IF, also show clear nonlinear curves even at room temperature (RT) and the origin has not been clarified yet. In this paper, we investigate a size and temperature dependence of nonlinear characteristics of GaAs-based TBJ devices which have nanometer-sized Schottky wrap gates (WPGs). Figure 1 shows a SEM image of the fabricated device. Nanowires were formed on an AlGaAs/GaAs hetrostructure wafer by etching. Nanowire width, W were 90 nm to 1,500 nm. A couple of WPGs were formed on right and left branches. In the device operation, left and right branches were biased with VL and VR in push-pull fashion, namely VL=-VR=Vin. Voltage at the center branch, VoUt, was measured as output. The role of WPGs is to squeeze branches around junction node.
Three-branch nanowire junctions (TBJs) have unique nonlinear electrical characteristics based on ballistic transport [1] , which are useful for various logic and analog circuits. However, TBJ devices having rather large dimensions compared with electron mean free path, IF, also show clear nonlinear curves even at room temperature (RT) and the origin has not been clarified yet. In this paper, we investigate a size and temperature dependence of nonlinear characteristics of GaAs-based TBJ devices which have nanometer-sized Schottky wrap gates (WPGs). Figure 1 shows a SEM image of the fabricated device. Nanowires were formed on an AlGaAs/GaAs hetrostructure wafer by etching. Nanowire width, W were 90 nm to 1,500 nm. A couple of WPGs were formed on right and left branches. In the device operation, left and right branches were biased with VL and VR in push-pull fashion, namely VL=-VR=Vin. Voltage at the center branch, VoUt, was measured as output. The role of WPGs is to squeeze branches around junction node. Measured Vout-Vin curves for various VG are shown in Fig. 2 . Clear bell-shaped curves corresponding to typical characteristics in TBJ devices, were obtained even with W=570 nm (>> IF) at RT. When the same negative VG was applied to two WPGs, top of curves went to sharp. As shown in A possible model for Vout-Vin characteristics in the present device is shown in Fig. 4 . Basically, nonlinearity in TBJs comes from conductance asymmetry in input branches. In the present device, asymmetry is brought by WPGs with equal gate voltage, since WPG-to-branch potential difference is different between left and right branches. Potential hill under the WPG in the +branch is higher than that in the negatively biased branch (-branch) as shown in Fig. 4 . Then conductance in the +branch becomes smaller than another side. Based on this model, a simple formula, Vout=-Vin tanh(pVin/2kT) 1) is derived, where P is voltage-to-Fermi energy scaling factor given by AEF/(VG+Vin). Figure 5 (a) shows Vout-Vin curves for various wire widths at VG=OV. Theoretical curves by Eq. (1) are also shown in the figure, which could reproduce experimental ones fairly well by changing 3.
Decreasing W curves became sharp. Nonlinearity remained even when W=1,500 nm. Sharpness of the curve was evaluated by curvature, a, from fitting data using Vout=-avin-2/2.[1] The result is shown in Fig. 5(b) . a changed systematically depending on W Here, / is also plotted in Fig. 5(b) . Similarity was clearly seen between a and /3. Analyzing Eq. (1), we could find /3/akT--(2). The validity of this relation was confirmed by empirically derivation of P/3/0.026 (eV) at RT from data in Fig. 5(b) . Then W dependence of Vout-Vin curves was understood to come from difference in WPG gate controllability, as narrow wire has high gate controllability that corresponds to large P.
Temperature dependence of Vout-Vin curve was characterized and the result is shown in Fig. 6 (a).
Decreasing T, curves again became sharp. Curves in low temperatures were close to those in the narrow wire device at RT. Figure 6 (b) showed curvatures from fitting as a function of T for two devices having different width. The narrow wire device gave large a, however, T-dependence was weak in low T. Data in Th1 50K again could be explained well by Eq. (2). However, a in the narrow devices deviated from the theory when T<1 50 K. This behavior indicated that the nonlinear mechanism in this region changed and was controlled by the ballistic transport proposed by Xu[l].
In conclusion, nonlinear electrical characteristics in TBJ devices controlled by WPGs were investigated. A simple model was introduced, which could explain experimental data reasonably well.
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